Many rhythmic behaviors, such as locomotion and vocalization, involve 45 temporally dynamic patterns. How does the brain generate temporal complexity? Here, 46 we use the vocal central pattern generator (CPG) of Xenopus laevis to address this 47 question. Isolated brains can elicit fictive vocalizations allowing us to study the CPG in 48
Sigma, St. Louis, MO) injected subcutaneously to elicit advertisement calling (Wetzel 135 and Kelley, 1983; Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . Animals were placed in a 38 l aquarium; 136 vocalizations were recorded with a hydrophone (H2; Aquarium Audio Products, 137
Anacortes, WA) and a sound-activated recording system (Syrinx software, 138 www.syrinxpc.com; John Burt). Each male was recorded at two temperatures, 18° C and 139 26° C. Tank warming was achieved with an aquarium heater (VISI Therm type VTH 140 1000 heater, Aquarium Systems, Mentor, OH), and the cool temperature was maintained 141 by setting the room temperature to 18° C. Tank temperature was measured using a 142
Traceable digital thermometer (-58°F -+158°F; Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Males 143
were paired in the tank with a female, which is known to stimulate advertisement calling 144 (Wetzel et al., 1983; Tobias et al., 1998) . 145 146
Isolated brain preparation and fictive vocal recordings 147 148
Fictive vocalizations could be effectively elicited from sexually mature adult 149 males without prior injection of hCG. To isolate brains for fictive vocal recordings, 150
animals were injected subcutaneously with 500 μl 1.3% tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-151 222; Sigma). Once anesthetized, animals were placed on ice and decapitated. Skulls 152
were placed in a dish containing ice-cold saline (in mM: 96 NaCl, 20 NaHCO 3 , 2 CaCl 2 , 153 2KCl, 0.5 MgCl 2 , 10 HEPES, and 11 glucose, pH 7.8) oxygenated with 99% O 2 , and 154 brains were promptly removed. After removal, and between recordings, brains were 155 pinned to a silicone elastomer-lined (Sylgard, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) Petri dish 156 (150 mm diameter) containing oxygenated saline (~200 ml). For recordings, brains were 157 transferred to a recording chamber (Sylgard-lined 50 mm diameter Petri dish: 20 ml 158 volume). 159
Laryngeal nerve activity was recorded using a suction electrode placed over 160 cranial nerve (N.) IX-X with all roots cut except the most caudal (containing all laryngeal 161 motor neuron axons; Simpson et al., 1986) . For LFP recordings in DTAM, the pia 162 covering the cerebellum (lying dorsal to DTAM) was removed and a 1 MΩ tungsten 163 electrode (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was placed in DTAM (~100 μm posterior to the tectum-164 cerebellum border, ~200 μm from the lateral edge of the fourth ventricle, and 650 μm 165 below the pial surface). In some experiments, LFP recordings in DTAM were obtained 166 from transected brains in which connections with n.IX-X were severed. In these 167 preparations, iridectomy scissors were used to transect the brain at the caudal edge of 168 N.VIII and brains were allowed to recover at least one hour. 169 Fictive vocalizations and DTAM waves were elicited by bath-application of 5-HT 170 (Sigma) . Superfusion of saline through the recording chamber was suspended, and 1 ml 171 of concentrated 5-HT solution (0.6 mM in saline) was added to the 20 ml bath (30 μM, 172
final concentration). Nerve and LFP signals were amplified 1000x using differential 173 amplifiers (Models 1700 and 1800, respectively; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA), and 174 band-pass filtered (10 Hz -5 kHz and 0.1 -5 kHz, respectively). All signals were 175 digitized at 10 kHz (Digidata 1322A; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA), and recorded 176 on a PC using Clampex software (Molecular Devices). After ~5 minutes of recording, 177
superfusion was reinstated at the maximum rate (~10 ml/minute) for 5 minutes to wash 178 out the 5-HT, and brains were then returned to the larger holding dish. Brains were 179 incubated in oxygenated saline for one hour between all 5-HT applications. 180
Whole-bath and local temperature manipulations 182 183
Although the DTAM wave appeared to correlate with onset and offset of trills, the 184 stereotyped nature of call and trill durations precluded quantitative analysis of the 185 association between the two events. However, temperature manipulation provides a 186 means by which to assess this correlation over a broad range of wave durations. To 187 determine the effect of brain temperature on waves and fictive vocalizations, we clamped 188 the temperature of the recording bath at three or four distinct temperatures (15.6º C -189 23.6º C). This was achieved by superfusing the recording chamber with warm (~26 ºC) 190 or cool (~16 ºC) saline with 30 μM 5-HT as needed. Bath temperature was monitored 191 using a thermocouple microprobe (IT-24P, 250 μm OC, Physitemp, Clifton, NJ) 192
connected to a digital thermometer (BAT-12, 0.1° resolution, Physitemp), and recorded 193 using the Digidata/Clampex setup. 194 To determine the effect of selectively cooling either DTAM or n.IX-X on the 195 fictive vocalizations (specifically rhythms and patterns), we developed a new technique 196 in this study. In a previous study, we selectively cooled DTAM by inserting a cryoprobe 197 directly into the nucleus (Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . Unfortunately, mere placement of this 198 probe into n.IX-X (at bath temperature) eliminated calling, thus preventing us from 199 selectively cooling n.IX-X using the same method (for comparison with DTAM effects).
200
This outcome led us to conclude that n.IX-X is highly-sensitive to mechanical 201 disturbances. To circumvent this, we developed a new selective cooling method 202 involving a split-bath technique. For selective cooling of brain regions containing 203 DTAM or n.IX-X, we made a bisected recording chamber separated across its diameter 204 by a thin plastic wall (inserted into the Sylgard lining) interrupted in the center by a 4 mm 205 space just large enough to contain the width of the brain. The brain was pinned so that 206 the wall bisected the rostral and caudal part of the hindbrain at the caudal edge of N.VIII.
207
A free plastic piece (with a cutout to fit the brain) was attached to the main plastic wall (a 208 thin coating of petroleum jelly ensured a good seal), thus closing the 4 mm gap and 209 separating the two portions of the brain. In this configuration, DTAM and n.IX-X were 210 in separate chambers, each ~1.5 mm from the dividing wall. Thermocouple probes were 211 placed next to n.IX-X and DTAM (one of each bilateral pair) to monitor the local 212 temperature on each side of the divider. To maintain distinct local temperatures, we 213 removed the saline and applied low-concentration agarose (0.3% made in oxygenated 214 saline). Chilled agarose was then added to one chamber to selectively cool one side 215 (~18° C) while keeping the other side warm (~22° C), adding warm agarose if necessary. 216
To elicit fictive vocalizations, 10 μl of 0.6 mM 5-HT was applied over the agarose. 217
Additional cool or warm agarose was added to the appropriate chamber to maintain the 218 desired temperature difference during fictive vocal recordings. Because vocal nuclei 219 anterior to DTAM are not required for vocal production (Yu and Yamaguchi, 2010), we 220 refer to cooling the anterior chamber as "selective DTAM cooling" as this is the only 221 CPG component being cooled. Likewise, cooling of the posterior chamber is referred to 222
as "selective n.IX-X cooling" because n.IX-X is the sole CPG nucleus in this part of the 223 brain. Selective DTAM and n.IX-X cooling were performed in random order, followed 224
by a 22° C control in both chambers. Data were collected after the intended temperature 225 gradient was established for at least 30 seconds. Data were used only if all three 226 treatments (DTAM cooling, n.IX-X cooling, and control) yielded at least 5 fictive 227 advertisement calls. 228 229
APV application 230 231
To determine the role of NMDARs in producing DTAM waves and fictive 232 advertisement calls, DL-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV; Sigma) was either 233 bath-applied (to intact and transected brains) or locally injected into DTAM bilaterally. 234
In bath application experiments, 5-HT-induced DTAM LFP and motor nerve 235 activity were recorded three times; 1) in the absence of APV (control), 2) following 15 236 minute incubation in APV (50 μM, intact; 50 and 500 μM, transected), 3) after at least 237 one hour of washout in the absence of APV to confirm the reversibility of the APV effect. 238
The 15 minute incubation prior to 5-HT application ensured complete penetration of APV 239 through the tissue. 240
In local injection experiments, 5-HT was applied 2 minutes after APV injection. 241
Direct APV injections into DTAM eliminated the need to wait for drug diffusion through 242 the tissue. For local injection, we used single barrel glass pipettes (1.5 mm OD, 0.86 mm 243 ID; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) pulled on a Sutter Instrument P-97 Puller 244 (Novato, CA), broken back to a ~10 -15 µm tip, and filled with a solution of APV (0.5 245 or 1mM in saline) and 5% fluoro-ruby (FR; tetramethylrhodamine dextran, 10,000 MW, 246
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). APV/FR was pressure injected bilaterally into DTAM 247 (Pressure System IIe; Toohey Company). Brief injection pulses (10 -20 ms; 20 -30 psi) 248
were applied (~5 Hz) until FR could be seen below the cerebellum surface (in DTAM) 249 through a stereoscope. In several cases, we estimated the volume injected by later 250
injecting the same number of pulses into mineral oil (based on the radius of the resulting 251 red aqueous sphere); the average injection volume was estimated to be 18.9 ± 9.6 nl. 5-252
HT was bath-applied two minutes following the injection, and fictive vocalizations in the 253 laryngeal nerve were recorded. Control injections (FR in saline) were made to verify that 254 physical perturbation and FR do not affect 5-HT-induced fictive vocal patterns. Only one 255 bilateral injection (500 µM APV, 1000 µM APV or FR control) was made in each brain 256 so the injection position could be later confirmed. Data were included for analysis only if 257 5-HT application elicited normal fictive advertisement calling after one hour of recovery 258
following APV or control injections. After each experiment, brains were fixed in 4% 259 paraformaldehyde solution, and sectioned horizontally to confirm that FR filled DTAM. 260 261
Analysis of vocalizations 262 263
We measured the fast and slow trill durations from 10 randomly selected calls at 264 each temperature from all ten animals using Raven software (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 265
Ithaca, NY). Sound frequency analyses showed that fast trill clicks lack a low-frequency 266 (~1.25 kHz) component present in slow trill clicks (Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . This 267 allowed us to unambiguously distinguish trill boundaries. Trill durations were defined as 268 the time between the first and last click of each trill; call durations were defined as the 269 time between the first fast trill click and the last slow trill click. Introductory phases were 270 observed only at the beginning of call renditions in vocal recordings (see below), and 271
were therefore excluded from in vivo analyses. Temperature coefficients (Q 10 ) were 272 calculated for call and trill durations and compared to values obtained in vitro (see 273 "statistical analyses" below). 274 275
Analysis of in vitro fictive vocalizations-slow trill, fast trill, and introductory phase 276 277
Duration of slow trill, fast trill, and introductory phase were measured to examine 278 the function of pattern generators within the vocal CPG. For whole-brain temperature 279 experiments, recordings were used for analyses if the following criteria were satisfied: 280 calling was elicited by 5-HT at three or more temperatures, and at least 6 consecutive 281 calls were produced with the silent intervals between calls <1 second. 282
Both in vivo and in vitro, there is some variation in the structure of advertisement 283 calls. The fictive calls always contained fictive fast trills, but some fictive calls within a 284 series of consecutive calls contained either very short or no fictive slow trills. When we 285 encountered these in our recordings, fictive slow trills were only included in analyses if 286 they contained five or more CAPs; if there were less than 5 fictive slow trill CAPs or no 287
fictive slow trills, we only analyzed fictive fast trills. As a consequence, the number of 288 fictive slow trills used for analysis was lower than fictive fast trills. In addition, some 289 advertisement calls are preceded by an introductory phase, a trill characterized by low 290 amplitude clicks at a slow repetition rate (~20 -40 Hz; Fig 1A) . In vivo, introductory 291
phases are typically included in the first few initial calls (but not in later calls) within a 292 series of advertisement calls, whereas in vitro, most calls contain fictive introductory 293 phases regardless of the call order within a series of fictive advertisement calls. When 294 present, fictive introductory phases were also used for analyses. 295
Although the distinction between the fictive fast and slow trills were marked by a 296 sudden reduction in the CAP amplitude and elongation in inter-CAP interval, the 297 distinction between the fictive introductory phase and fast trill was less obvious. Instead, 298
fictive vocal production transitions from introductory phase to full advertisement call in a 299 swift but continuous progression. Here, we developed a quantitative method for defining 300 fictive introductory phases and fast trills in vitro in order to make accurate measurements 301 of the fictive fast trill and introductory phase durations. Because introductory phases and 302 fast trills are characterized by two factors-rate and amplitude of the CAPs-we 303 calculated the product of instantaneous rate and amplitude, r*a (with the amplitude 304 corresponding to the second of two CAPs used to calculate instantaneous frequency). 305
Values of r*a were calculated for all fictive introductory phase and fast trill intervals, 306
normalized to the maximum r*a, and plotted in a frequency histogram (bin width=5%); 307 each bin was then averaged across all preparations to produce a final histogram (n=11; 308 Fig. 1B ). The resulting distribution showed one peak around 80% (representing fast trill 309 intervals) with the rest skewed toward 0% (representing introductory intervals; Fig 1B) . 310
The data plotted on a log-transformed x-axis histogram (50 bins/decade) was used to fit a 311 two-term Gaussian curve to the resulting histogram (not shown), and the resulting μs and 312
σs were taken as estimates for the mean and variance of fictive introductory phase (μ 1 ± 313 σ 1 ) and fast trills (μ 2 ± σ 2 ). We defined μ 2 -3σ 2 (50% of maximum r*a) as the cutoff 314 between introductory and fast trill intervals, and the method was used to distinguish 315 fictive introductory phase and fast trills in all analyses (Fig. 1C ). 316
The timing of CAPs was determined using threshold search in Clampfit 317 (Molecular Devices) for up to 10 calls per treatment. Instantaneous CAP rates were then 318 calculated and assigned as fictive fast, slow, or introductory trills as described above. 319 Maximum sustained CAP rates were calculated as the largest average of five consecutive 320
intervals measured for each series of 5-HT-induced call intervals. The duration of the 321 fictive introductory phase, fast trill, and slow trill were calculated as the time between the 322 onset of the first and last CAPs within each fictive phase/trill. Total fictive call duration 323 was defined as the time between fictive fast trill onset and slow trill offset (excluding the 324 introductory phase). Inter-call intervals were defined as the time between the onsets of 325 two consecutive fictive fast trills. 326 327
Analysis of LFP recordings 328 329
The timing and temporal structure of the DTAM LFP waves were analyzed and 330 the extent of their concurrence with fast trills were examined. For temperature 331 manipulation studies in transected brains, recordings were included in analyses if at least 332 6 LFP waves were recorded at each of 3 temperatures in each preparation. Extracellular 333 traces obtained from DTAM were first low-pass Gaussian filtered (5 Hz) to remove high 334 frequency signals. The timing of onset and offset of the wave were defined as follows. 335
The first (f ') and second derivative (f ") of the filtered trace were first obtained. The 336
time of the largest f " peak per wave cycle was defined to be the offset. The onset of the 337
wave was defined to be the time of the second largest peak of f " within 0 to 250 ms 338 preceding the maximum f ' peak (peak slope of the rising phase of the wave). The timing 339 of onset and offset were later visually confirmed. The area of the wave was calculated 340 from the low-pass filtered trace, measured between the times of onset and offset. 341 342
Call and LFP wave interval analyses 343 344
Call and LFP wave intervals were also analyzed to assess temporal organization 345 of pattern generation. Typically, fictive calls (intact brains) and LFP waves (intact and 346 transected brains) occur in series, with frequency of approximately once a second. A 347 series of fictive calls or waves can be separated from another series by intervals anywhere 348 from ~2 s to more than 60 s. individual to obtain a qualitative description of the temperature-dependence. For 361 quantitative analyses, mixed-model (fixed-slope, variable-intercept; individual as random 362 effect) regressions were performed using JMP 8 software (SAS, Cary, NC); models were 363 computed using the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. The temperature 364 coefficient, Q 10 , was also calculated to quantify the degree of thermal sensitivity of each 365 dependent variable. For positive correlations, Q 10 = (R 2 /R 1 ) 10 / (T 2 -T 1 ), where T 1 is the 366 lowest temperature and T 2 is the higher temperature, and R is the dependent variable. For 367 inverse relations, we calculated Q 10 as (R 1 /R 2 ) 10 / (T 2 -T 1 ). Differences between Q 10 s 368 obtained from whole-brain and transected brain experiments were tested using the 369
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Effects of APV on wave area (transected brains) and fictive 370 fast trill rates (intact brains) were also tested using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To 371 compare wave duration and interval Q 10 s between intact and transected preparations, we 372 used the unpaired Mann-Whitney U test. We also used Mann-Whitney U test to compare 373 trill durations of fictive and in vivo call parameters. Because APV and saline control 374 injections had to be performed in unpaired samples (only one injection per brain was 375 possible to allow anatomic verification of injection placement), As a first step in understanding the neural mechanisms that regulate the timing of 387 calls, we obtained local field potential (LFP) recordings from DTAM during 5-HT-388
induced fictive vocal production. The most robust vocal-related activity was recorded 389 within previously identified DTAM coordinates (Brahic and Kelley, 2003; Zornik and 390 Kelley, 2008) . Because no additional vocal nuclei surround the region occupied by 391 DTAM (Kelley, 1980; Wetzel et al., 1985; Brahic and Kelley, 2003) , we conclude that 392 the vocal-related activity recorded originated in DTAM. 393
Two primary patterns of activity were observed. First, LFP recordings revealed 394 brief bursts of activity time-locked with each CAP ( Fig. 2A-D) . Fast activity bursts 395 occurred during all three fictive trills (introductory phase, fast trill, and slow trill); 396 however, the largest amplitude of phasic activity was observed during fictive fast trills 397 and introductory phase ( Fig. 2B-D) . Although fictive slow trill CAPs have higher 398 amplitude than fictive introductory CAPs in the motor nerves, the fictive slow trill-related 399 activity in DTAM was smaller in amplitude ( Fig. 2B, D) . In addition, phasic activity that 400 precedes motor CAPs was observed during fictive introductory phase and fast trills 401 (arrows, Fig 2B,C) , but DTAM activity during fictive slow trills were either overlapping 402 with or following motor CAPs ( Fig 2D) . These results indicate that neuronal activity in 403 DTAM during fictive introductory phase, fast trill and slow trill are qualitatively different. 404
The second pattern revealed by LFP recordings was a slow baseline wave that occurs 405 once per call ( Fig. 2A ). This wave consists of an upward baseline shift that peaks during 406 fictive fast trill and ends during the fast-to-slow trill transition. We defined the onset and 407 offset of the wave quantitatively (see Methods). We examined the timing of fictive trills 408
relative to the DTAM wave by plotting peri-event time histograms (bins = 10 ms) using 409 the delay between the onset and offset of waves and fictive trills recorded from each 410 animal (20.0° -20.9° C). Fictive fast trill onset almost always followed the beginning of 411 waves with a mean delay of 226.4 ± 51.3 ms ( Fig. 2E ; μ ± σ based on a Gaussian model 412 fit to the histogram). Fictive fast trills typically ended before the wave offset with the 413 mean interval of 42.5 ± 8.7 ms (Fig. 2F) ; this relation was more tightly correlated than 414 the onset delay. Thus, the LFP wave starts before and outlasts the fictive fast trill. 415
Fictive slow trill onset was also tightly correlated with wave offset, normally beginning 416
shortly after the end of the wave (13.4 ± 16.1 ms; Fig. 2G ). Fictive slow trill offset, in 417 contrast, was not closely linked with onset of the wave of the following fictive call 418 (1318.6 ± 203.7 ms; data not shown), but most importantly, waves of the following call 419 cycle never began before the end of fictive slow trill. In contrast to tight relations 420 between wave and fictive fast and slow trill, onset of fictive introductory phase was not 421 normally distributed; values ranged between over 3 seconds before wave onset, to more 422 than 100 ms after the beginning of a wave (Fig. 2H) . These results suggest that the 423 introductory phase is not correlated with wave production. Together, these data suggest 424 that fast trills mostly occur during waves, while slow trills occur between waves. 425 426
LFP waves are endogenous to DTAM whereas phasic activity requires connections 427 between DTAM and n.IX-X 428 429 We have shown previously that transections between DTAM and n.IX-X 430 eliminate fictive vocalizations (Rhodes et al., 2007) . Here, we wished to determine 431 whether LFP waves in DTAM also require connections with n.IX-X, or if they are 432 endogenous to DTAM circuitry. Surprisingly, 5-HT-induced waves could still be elicited 433 after transecting the connections between n.IX-X and DTAM (Fig. 3A) . Transections 434 just anterior of DTAM also did not eliminate waves (data not shown) indicating that 435 midbrain and forebrain inputs are not required for DTAM wave generation. In contrast, 436
the phasic activity in DTAM that correlates with vocal CAPs is eliminated entirely in 437 transected brains; the remaining tonic bursts of activity coinciding with the waves are 438 unpatterned and lack any trill-like rhythms (compare Fig 2C and Fig 3B) . Thus, the LFP 439 wave seems to be generated endogenously within DTAM while the phasic activity relies 440 on intact connections between DTAM and n.IX-X. 441 442
Temporal profile of the DTAM wave is thermally-sensitive 443 444
A previous study demonstrated that rhythm generation of the vocal CPG is 445 temperature-dependent; during fast and slow trills, click rates become faster at warmer 446
temperatures (Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . Here we addressed whether the endogenous 447 DTAM wave also depends on temperature. To this end, we performed temperature 448 manipulations in brains transected between DTAM and n.IX-X, and analyzed the 449 temporal profile of DTAM waves at various temperatures. The results showed that the 450 wave durations and intervals are temperature-dependent (see example traces in Fig. 3C ). 451
Regression lines of wave duration data for all eight individuals had negative slopes (Fig.  452  3D) . Likewise, all inter-wave interval regression lines showed a negative correlation 453
with temperature ( Fig. 3E ). Mixed-model regressions verified that temperature 454 significantly accounted for wave duration (slope=-35.9 ± 4.3 ms, t ratio=-8.45, p<0.0001), 455
and inter-wave interval (-172.8 ± 14.3, t ratio=-12.11, p<0 .0001). Q 10 values for wave 456 data were large-2.5 ± 0.6 (duration) and 3.7 ± 0.6 (interval). These results indicate that 457 the temporal profile of endogenous DTAM waves relies on the rate at which neuronal 458 processing takes place within DTAM. Furthermore, high Q 10 values suggest the 459 involvement of synaptic transmission for the generation of DTAM waves (Janssen, 1992) . 460 461
Temporal patterns of vocalizations are temperature-dependent 462 463
Because DTAM waves are correlated with the onset and offset of fictive trills, we 464
hypothesized that the DTAM wave dictates the temporal patterns of calls. The 465 hypothesis predicts the temperature-sensitivity of the DTAM wave should translate into 466 temperature-dependent call and trill durations. 467
When vocalizations from 10 males were recorded at a warm (26° C) and cool (18° 468 C) temperature, call and trill durations showed significant temperature dependence (Fig.  469  4C) . Call duration, inter-call intervals, fast trill and slow trill durations were all 470 significantly longer at 18° C than at 26° C, with the Q 10 ranging from 1.7 to 2.6 ( Table 1) . 471
Introductory phases were not analyzed because they were infrequent in vivo (see 472
Methods). Thus, the call and trill duration depends on ambient temperature in vivo.
473
Similarly, when fictive advertisement call and trill durations recorded at three or 474 four distinct temperatures (range, 15.6° C -23.6°C) were analyzed, all eleven 475 preparations showed significant temperature dependence. Fictive call duration, inter-call 476
interval, fast and slow trill durations all became longer when the brains were held at a 477 cooler temperature. Linear regression lines fitted to total fictive call duration data all had 478 negative slopes (n=11; Fig. 5B ), and those fitted to fictive slow trill, fast trill, and inter-479 call interval exhibited negative slopes for 10 of 11 preparations (Fig. 5B) . In contrast, 480 only 3 of 11 regressions of fictive introductory phase durations were negative (Fig. 5B ). 481
Quantitative analyses of the temperature-dependence of fictive call and trill duration 482 using mixed-effects regression analyses (temperature as fixed effect, individual as 483 random effect, fixed-slope, variable-intercept) confirmed these findings, as did Q 10 values 484 (Table 2) . Thus, we conclude that the durations of all fictive call parameters measured in 485 vitro, except for introductory phase, are thermally-sensitive. 486 487
Variation in DTAM wave duration explains variation in fictive call duration 488 489
We next examined how DTAM waves respond to temperature in intact brains, 490
and how the duration of the waves covary with the fictive trill durations. The duration of 491 DTAM waves recorded from all 11 intact brain preparations (the same set as those used 492
to test thermal sensitivity of fictive vocalizations described above), each recorded at three 493 or four distinct temperatures, showed an inverse correlation with the temperature (as did 494
waves generated by a transected brain). Regression lines fitted to DTAM wave duration 495 had negative slopes in 9 of 11 preparations (Fig. 5C ). Although the wave duration Q 10 496
(1.7 ± 0.5) was significantly lower than that obtained from the transected brain (z= -2.312, 497
p=0.021; Mann-Whitney U), it was not statistically different from fictive fast trill 498 duration Q 10 (z= -0.248, p=0.804; Mann-Whitney U). A mixed-model regression 499
revealed a slope of -20.6 ± 3.9 ms (t ratio=-5.26, p<0.0001), confirming that wave 500 duration is inversely proportional to temperature as it is in transected brains. 501
More importantly, the DTAM wave duration significantly accounted for the 502 fictive fast trill duration. Regression lines comparing fast trill duration versus wave 503 duration showed a positive correlation in 9 of 11 preparations (Fig. 5D) . A mixed-model 504 regression analysis (fictive fast trill duration as the dependent variable, wave duration as 505 the independent factor) confirmed that the wave duration significantly accounted for the 506 duration of fictive fast trills (slope=0.53 ± 0.08, t ratio=6.45, p<0.0001). Similarly, 507
fictive slow trill duration could be explained by the inter-wave interval. Because fictive 508 slow trills only occurred between waves, we examined the relation between fictive slow 509 trill durations and inter-wave intervals; linear regression results revealed a positive 510 correlation in 10 of 11 preparations (Fig. 5E ). Mixed-model regression analysis 511 (dependent variable, fictive slow trill duration; independent variable, inter-wave interval) 512
showed that the duration of fictive slow trills could be partially explained by inter-wave 513 intervals (slope=0.51 ± 0.08, t ratio=6.29, p<0.0001). In contrast to the tight association 514 between the fictive fast trill and wave duration, the duration of fictive introductory phase 515 could not be explained by the wave duration (slope=-0.50, t ratio=-1.23, p=0.23; data not 516 shown). 517
Thus, the durations of both DTAM waves and fictive calls co-vary with the 518 temperature of the CNS across a wide range. Furthermore, the mixed-model regressions 519
indicate that a doubling of the wave duration and inter-wave interval corresponds with 520 ~50% increase in fast and slow trill durations, respectively. 521 522
DTAM temperature affects timing of vocal patterns 523 524
The close correlation of the DTAM wave and fictive trill durations over a wide 525 range is consistent with the hypothesis that the DTAM wave determines the trill duration. 526
Although temperature changes to the whole brain significantly altered call durations, we 527 wished to verify that this was the result of altered temporal profile of the DTAM waves, 528 not another region of the CPG. To this end, we induced changes in the DTAM wave by 529 selectively controlling the temperature of DTAM in vitro. As a control, we also 530 manipulated the temperature of n.IX-X and examined its effect on call duration. Because 531 DTAM and n.IX-X are spatially segregated, we were able to selectively cool each 532 nucleus in turn while keeping the other at room temperature. We then compared these 533 recordings of fictive calls with a final control in which both nuclei were at room 534 temperature. 535
In a previous study, we showed that cooling DTAM using cryoprobes slowed 536 CAP rates of both slow and fast trills (Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . In this study, we were 537 able to replicate our initial findings using the new split-dish selective cooling technique. 538
Cooling the DTAM portion of the brain decreased CAP rates for fictive fast trill, slow 539 trill, and introductory phases (Table 3 ). Unlike the previous study, we were also able to 540 selectively cool n.IX-X using our new technique (see Methods). These experiments 541 showed that n.IX-X cooling significantly reduced fictive introductory phase and fast trill 542 CAP rates; fictive slow trill rates were reduced in 5 of 6 preparations, however, this 543 difference was not significant (Table 3) . Taken together, we conclude that DTAM and 544 n.IX-X both contain rhythm generating circuits that control advertisement call CAP rates. 545
When DTAM was selectively cooled, the durations of 5-HT-induced fictive 546 vocalization were also altered. Total fictive call duration, inter-call interval, and fast trill 547 durations were all significantly increased in response to selective cooling of DTAM ( Fig.  548 6A; n=6; Table 4 ). However, the duration of fictive slow trill and introductory phase 549 were not significantly elongated by selective cooling of DTAM ( Fig. 6A ; Table 4 ). Thus, 550
while controlling the temperature of the whole brain affects both fictive fast and slow 551 trills, selective cooling of DTAM has the most prominent effect on fictive fast trill 552 durations. 553
When n.IX-X was selectively cooled, in contrast, no fictive vocal durations were 554 significantly different from those recorded under control conditions ( Fig. 6B; n=6 ). This 555 is apparent in total fictive call duration, inter-call interval, fast trill duration, slow trill 556 duration, and introductory phase ( How are the LFP waves generated by the neurons within DTAM? As a first step 564 in addressing this question, we attempted to eliminate the DTAM wave by blocking 565 synaptic transmission using pharmacological agents. Specifically, we suspected the 566 involvement of the NMDAR in regulating the trill and call duration because of its role in 567 coordinating the motor patterns over similar time scales in many other systems 568 (Collingridge et al., 1988; Smith et al., 2000; Daw et al., 1993) . To test this possibility, 569
we first bath-applied the NMDAR antagonist APV to the transected brains, and examined 570 its effects on the 5-HT-induced DTAM wave. We found that APV strongly inhibits 571 production of DTAM waves generated by the transected brains (Fig. 7A,B) . With 50 μM 572 APV, the wave area (see methods) was significantly reduced to 33.9 ± 22.2% of control 573 (n=5, z=-2.023, p=0.043); one hour after washout of APV, the wave area (141.3 ± 89.5%) 574
was similar to control (n=5, z=-0.674, p=0.500). At a higher concentration (500 μM), 575
waves were completely eliminated in four of five preparations; overall, the average area 576 during 500 μM APV application was only 6.2 ± 13.8% of control levels (n=5, z=-2.023, 577 p=0.043), whereas the mean area returned to 85.7 ± 44.6% after one hour of washout, a 578 value similar to that of control (n=5, z=-0.674, p=0.500). Thus, we conclude that APV 579 blocks endogenous DTAM waves generated by transected brains, suggesting that 580 glutamatergic transmission mediated by NMDARs is required for producing waves. 581 582
Fast trill production requires functional NMDARs in DTAM 583 584
Because APV disrupted DTAM waves in the transected brain, we next tested 585 whether blocking DTAM waves in the intact (whole) brain would abolish fictive fast trill 586 production. To this end, we pre-incubated intact brains with 50 μM APV to assess its 587 effect on 5-HT-induced DTAM wave and nerve activity. We first confirmed that the 588 application of APV completely blocked the DTAM wave (n=4) as in transected brains 589 (Fig. 7C ). We discovered that APV completely blocked normal fictive fast trill 590 production in all preparations tested (n=7, Fig. 6C, D) . Maximum sustained CAP rates 591 during APV application (8.7 -28.2 Hz) were well below normal fictive fast trill rates and 592
were significantly lower than CAP rates obtained during control (50.5 -62.0 Hz; z= -593 2.366, p=0.018) and recovery (52.6 -63.0 Hz; z= -2.366, p=0.018), while control and 594 recovery values were not statistically different (z= -1.521, p=0.128). Thus, when DTAM 595 waves are blocked by APV, fictive fast trill was also eliminated. 596 DTAM and nerve recordings during APV treatment showed activity that closely 597 resembles the fictive introductory phase (relatively large activity in DTAM preceding and 598 following each CAP), but not similar to fictive slow trill (Fig. 7E ). When the frequency 599 distribution of r*a values (rate times amplitude for each interval; index values used to 600 distinguish fictive introductory phases and fast trills, see Methods) before and during 601 APV application were plotted, we found that the component that constitutes fictive fast 602 trill (>50% maximum r*a) in the control distribution is entirely eliminated from the APV 603 distribution (Fig. 7F) . Accordingly, overall frequency distributions were significantly 604 different (maximum difference=0.900, p<0.0001, K-S). These results suggest that 605 blocking LFP wave activity might eliminate fast trills by preventing the transition from 606 introductory phase into fast trill. Fictive slow trill was also not generated, perhaps 607 because slow trill initiation requires inputs from the fast trill circuit. 608
Finally, we tested whether bath-applied APV was acting directly in DTAM to 609 eliminate fictive fast trills. To achieve this goal, we performed bilateral injections of 610 APV (or saline for control) into DTAM before eliciting 5-HT-induced fictive 611
vocalizations. Bilateral injections of 500 μM APV decreased the occurrence of fictive 612 fast trills and increased the incidence of fictive introductory phase, although maximum 613 sustained CAP rates did not significantly differ from control values (APV: 0 -53.3 Hz, 614 n=8; control: 57.6 -68.1 Hz, n=4; rank sum difference= -6.875, p>0.05, Fig. 8A ). 615
However, the distribution of r*a values in APV injected preparation significantly differed 616 from control ( Fig. 8C; maximum difference=0 .750, p<0.0001, K-S). We next used a 617 slightly higher concentration of 1 mM APV, in case the previous injection was not 618 sufficient to silence all NMDARs in DTAM. In response to this higher dose of APV 619 injections into DTAM, fictive fast trills were eliminated in all cases and maximum 620 sustained CAP rates were significantly reduced compared with controls ( Fig. 8A; n=6,  621 range=0.7 -16.2 Hz, rank sum difference= -11.83, p<0.05). Accordingly, the frequency 622 distribution of r*a values differed significantly from those of control ( Fig. 8B; maximum  623 difference=0.950, p<0.0001, K-S). Injections of saline, however, did not alter the r*a 624 frequency distribution, showing the full range of fictive introductory-and fast trill-like 625 intervals ( Fig. 8D; maximum difference=0 .200, p=0.899, K-S). Thus, we conclude that 626 the effect of APV on the fictive vocalizations was mediated by its action in DTAM. 627
Taken together, these data support the argument that NMDAR-sensitive neuronal 628
processing within DTAM (recorded as LFP waves) is required for fast trill production 629 and may therefore regulate the timing of calls. 630 631 DISCUSSION 632 633
Identifying distinct rhythm and pattern generators in a vocal CPG 634 635
Advertisement calls of X. laevis males are rhythmic and temporally-modulated. 636
Thus, the function of the CPG can be divided into two distinct temporal scales. On a 637
shorter "rhythm generator" timescale, the CPG controls the rates of fast (60 Hz) and slow 638 (30 Hz) trills. On a longer "pattern generator" timescale, the CPG sets the duration of 639 each trill (200 ms and 800 ms, respectively). In this study, we discovered neural 640 correlates of both vocal rhythm and pattern in DTAM. 641
Previous investigations have shown that intact connections between DTAM and 642 n.IX-X are necessary for producing fictive vocalizations (Rhodes et al., 2007) , and  643 anatomical experiments indicate a strong degree of connectivity between the two regions 644 (Zornik and Kelley, 2007) . In this study, we identified neural correlates of trill rhythm in 645 DTAM (phasic bursts) that accompany vocal CAPs. Like CAP production, this phasic 646 activity was lost after transecting between DTAM and n.IX-X. Thus, we conclude that 647 while DTAM participates in generating vocal rhythms, it does so in coordination with 648 neurons in n.IX-X. 649
LFP recordings in DTAM also identified neural correlates of vocal pattern. This 650 slow baseline LFP wave in DTAM coincides with fictive fast and slow trills. Wave 651 duration predicts fictive fast trill (but not introductory phase) duration, and wave interval 652 predicts slow trill duration. This tight correlation may be a simple reflection of rhythm 653 generator activity in DTAM. However, we found that the slow wave continued after 654
abolishing the trill-related rhythmic activity by disrupting connections with n.IX-X. Thus, 655
unlike rhythm generator activity in DTAM that requires inputs from n.IX-X, the pattern 656
generator is endogenous to DTAM. Taken together, we conclude that the rhythm 657 generator and pattern generator in the vocal CPG are functionally distinct, although 658 overlapping anatomically. 659 660
Functional homology between DTAM pattern generation and other systems 661 662
Robust anatomical connections (Zornik and Kelley, 2007) connections between DTAM and n.IX-X were required to produce fictive vocalizations, 673
and identified a "slow wave" activity that remained in DTAM after removing n.IX-X. 674
Schmidt suggested that these "slow waves" were correlates of the expiratory phase of 675 respiration. Because calling in R. pipiens is gated by expiration, the slow wave control of 676 expiration could regulate call duration. 677
Although X. laevis evolved to produce calls dissociated from respiratory 678 movements, the endogenous DTAM wave that we discovered here suggests that a 679 homologous circuit and vocal gating function remains. An NMDAR-dependent circuit in 680
Xenopus DTAM is consistent with NMDAR expression in rat PB (Monaghan and  681 Cotman , 1985) . Thus, we propose that amphibian DTAM is homologous to mammalian 682 PB. In contrast to mammals and terrestrial frogs, the acquisition of an aquatic lifestyle by 683
Xenopus has removed the need to coordinate respiratory and vocal systems, however, the 684 function of DTAM LFP waves-regulating call duration-may have been conserved 685 through evolution. 686 687
Behavioral considerations of vocal patterning in X. laevis 688 689
Male Xenopus modify advertisement calls when they hear sexually receptive 690 females calling (Tobias et al., 1998) . This vocalization-the answer call-contains longer 691 fast trills and shorter slow trills. It is possible that neuromodulator release in DTAM 692 modifies intrinsic and synaptic properties of DTAM neurons resulting in longer LFP 693 waves with decreased intervals. Future determination of the cellular and synaptic 694 mechanisms underlying DTAM waves will allow us test for a causal relation between the 695 DTAM wave and fast trill durations, and provide the rare occasion to identify the neural 696 basis of a motivation-dependent behavioral change. 697 698
Temperature-dependence of the DTAM wave and call durations 699 700
Vocal rhythm generation in Xenopus is temperature-dependent (Yamaguchi et al., 701 2008) . Here, we determined that the slow LFP wave in DTAM is thermally-sensitive, 702
indicating that the rate of neuronal processing within DTAM dictates the temporal profile 703 of the LFP wave. Because onset and offset of DTAM waves correlated tightly with fast 704 trills, we predicted that the waves might control fast trill duration. To test this prediction, 705
we took advantage of the temperature-dependence of the wave duration by recording in 706 vivo and fictive vocalizations at multiple temperatures. Trill and call durations (except 707 introductory phase) and call interval were all temperature-sensitive in vivo and in vitro. 708
Furthermore, DTAM remained tightly correlated with fast trills over a wide range of trill 709 durations, supporting the hypothesis that fast trill thermal-sensitivity is endowed by 710 inputs from the temperature-dependent wave circuit. 711
Q 10 values for call durations and intervals were higher than Q 10 s obtained 712 previously for rhythm generation, suggesting that longer CAP intervals induced by cooler 713 temperatures alone do not explain the longer call and trill durations. This corroborates 714 our hypothesis that two independent circuits, with distinct thermal sensitivity, may 715 underlie rhythm and pattern generation. 716 We previously showed that selectively cooling DTAM is sufficient to reduce CAP 717 rates of both fast and slow trills (Yamaguchi et al., 2008) . In this study, we reproduced 718 the effect of DTAM cooling on CAP rates using a new selective cooling method. With 719 this new approach, we were also able to selectively cool n.IX-X. In these experiments, 720
fictive fast trill and introductory phase (but not slow trill) rates were reduced by n.IX-X 721
cooling. These data imply that both n.IX-X and DTAM are capable of controlling vocal 722 rhythm (CAP rate). However, only DTAM cooling has a significant effect on fictive call 723 durations. Vocal pattern generation, therefore, appears to be endogenous to DTAM. 724 These results support the existence of distinct, but overlapping, rhythm and pattern 725 generators. 726
Selective DTAM cooling elongated fictive fast trills and call intervals, but it did 727 not affect fictive slow trill duration. One possible explanation of the results may be that 728 DTAM waves prevent slow trills, while wave intervals are permissive for slow trills. Our 729 current data support this idea; fictive slow trills only occur between waves, and a strong 730 correlation exists between fictive slow trill duration and wave intervals. In this scenario, 731 a slow trill pattern-forming element may lie outside DTAM (possibly in n.IX-X). Thus, 732 longer intervals between waves would allow, but not guarantee, longer slow trills. For 733 example, when DTAM was selectively cooled, fictive slow trill duration may not have 734 changed because n.IX-X remained at room temperature. When n.IX-X was cooled, in 735
contrast, fictive slow trills may not have been elongated because the intervals between the 736 DTAM waves remained short, thus overriding the n.IX-X pattern generator and limiting 737 the time available for fictive slow trills. Fictive slow trill duration was changed only 738 during whole brain cooling, possibly because the DTAM wave intervals were elongated 739 and the n.IX-X pattern generator was decelerated. Future LFP recordings in n.IX-X and 740
additional temperature experiments may reveal whether vocal patterning circuits for slow 741 trill are indeed segregated. 742
Surprisingly, the DTAM wave was more sensitive to temperature changes in the 743 transected brain (Q 10 = 2.5 ± 0.6) than in the intact fictively vocalizing brain (Q 10 = 1.7 ± 744 0.5). Although the wave persists in isolated DTAM and selective cooling of n.IX-X did 745
not have an obvious effect on fictive call or trill durations, the Q 10 result raises the 746 possibility that inputs from n.IX-X may modulate, or constrain, the DTAM wave circuit 747
and influence vocal patterning in minor way that was not discernible with our current 748 techniques. 749 750
NMDARs and temporal patterning 751 752
We showed that the DTAM LFP wave is NMDAR-dependent and necessary for 753 the transition from fictive introductory phase to fast trill. NMDAR involvement in 754 rhythmic motor programs is demonstrated in many systems. For example, fictive 755 locomotion is induced in lamprey (Grillner et al., 1981) (Collingridge et al., 1988; Smith et al., 2000) . In addition, activation of NMDARs 778 endows neurons with bistable membrane properties, inducing membrane potential 779 oscillations and plateau potentials (Wallen and Grillner, 1987; Di Prisco et al., 1997; 780 Tresch and Kiehn, 2000; Prime et al., 1999; Hochman et al., 1994) . These properties are 781 ideal for generating long timescale activity such as the slow DTAM wave. 782
Regardless of the precise mechanism by which NMDARs control vocal patterning, 783 their involvement in Xenopus provides an ideal system in which to study the cellular and 784 synaptic mechanisms underlying temporal organization of pattern generation. Table 2 . Temperature coefficients of fictive advertisement call durations.
Call duration parameters Q 10 values Mixed-model coefficient (± SE) t ratio p-value
Total call 3.2 ± 2.2 -85.4 ± 13.0 ms -6.56 P<0.0001
Introductory phase
1.1 ± 1.1 -0.5 ± 0.4 ms -1.23 P=0.23
Fast trill 2.9 ± 1.9 -16.0 ± 2.6 ms -6.16 P<0.0001
Slow trill 2.6 ± 1.4 -76.7 ± 11.8 ms -6.5 P<0.0001
Inter-call interval 2.2 ± 1.3 -108.9 ± 23.5 ms -4.63 P<0.0001 
